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WHAT IS CRYPTOGRAPHY?
Cryptography is the study of secure communications

techniques that allow only the sender and intended

recipient of a message to view its contents.

It is closely associated to encryption, which is the act of

scrambling ordinary text into what's known as ciphertext

and then back again upon arrival.



FUNCTION
A relation from a set of inputs to a set of possible outputs

where each input is related to exactly one output.

Example.

              1] F(x)

             2] F(x,y)



KEY

A key is a device that is used to operate

a lock (such as to lock or unlock it).

The key serves as a security token for

access to the locked area; locks are

meant to only allow persons having the

correct key to open it and gain access.



LOCKING AND
UNLOCKING

Locking things is important to maintain

privacy and security.

Unlocking is important to access locked

things.



FINDING ANALOGY
WITH

CRYPTOGRAPHY?
LET 'S GET TO IT . . .
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A LITTLE BIT OF MATH CAN
ACCOMPLISH WHAT ALL THE GUNS AND
BARBED WIRE CAN'T: A LITTLE BIT
OF MATH CAN KEEP A SECRET.

-EDWARD SNOWDEN



LET 'S SHARE OUR SECRETS.. .

SHAMIR'S SECRET
SHARING SCHEME
(SSSS)



WHAT IT  MEANS?

Knowledge of k or more pieces makes S easy to compute.

That is secret S can be reconstructed from any k pieces out

of n pieces.

Knowledge of any k-1 or fewer pieces leaves S completely

undetermined. Said another way the secret S cannot be

reconstructed with fewer than k pieces.

The aim is to divide secret S into n pieces in such a way that:

1.

2.

Eleven scientists are working on a secret

project. They wish to lock up the documents

in a cabinet so that the cabinet can be

opened if and only if six or more of the

scientists are present.

SHAMIR'S SECRET SHARING SCHEME
(SSSS)



MATHEMATICAL APPROACH

One can draw an infinite number of

polynomials of degree 2 through 2 points. 3

points are required to define a unique

polynomial of degree 2.

The essential idea of Shamir's threshold scheme

is that 2 points are sufficient to define a line, 3

points are sufficient to define a parabola, 4

points to define a cubic curve and so forth.

That is, it takes k points to define a polynomial

of degree k−1. 



How to find polynomial

passing through k points of

degree k-1?



LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
Lagrange Interpolat ion formula gives us the equat ion of unique curve of degree

n-1  f rom n  points .

Consider n  d ist inct  points ,  

Fol lowing is  the Lagrange Interpolat ion formula,



Construct a polynomial  with degree k-1  so that wi l l  g ive us unique curve

for  k  points .

Suppose we are going to construct (k ,n)  threshold scheme .  We need to:

Al l  the remaining coeff ic ients are arbit rary values.  Once we have

constructed the polynomial  we can get n  keys we want by subst i tut ing

values of x  in  polynomial  as 1 ,2 ,3, . . .n .

LET'S
CONSTRUCT

KEYS!

The curve should touch y axis  at  secret message S  i .e f (0)  =  S .



Consider we have k keys as fol lows,

Now, we have k  keys only  to reconstruct our  secret.  Keys here are nothing

but pair  of  (x ,y)  generated whi le construct ing them.

Now we know we can construct polynomial  of  degree k-1  f rom these

points .  This  polynomial  be the same as one from which we were

construct ing keys.

To construct polynomial  we wi l l  be us ing Lagrange Interpolat ion

formula as we studied in previous s l ides.

Most important point  to note here is  we have a secret S as a constant

term in polynomial  so extract ing only  constant term is  enough for  us.

LET'S
DECRYPT!



CAN THIS BE...

HACKED?

Not going in der ivat ion of the formula,

LET'S
DECRYPT!



FULLY SECURE SYSTEMS DON'T EXIST
TODAY AND THEY WON'T EXIST IN THE
FUTURE...

-ADI SHAMIR



Let's consider our secret S as number 101 and use (3,5) threshold scheme. So we need

polynomial of degree k-1 i.e 2.

Let's take a example and see how to encrypt, decrypt and try to crack it.

SECURITY ANALYSIS OF SSSS

Let's take some arbitrary values of a1 and a2 as 3 and 4 respectively.

Now, we will prepare 5 keys from this equation by substituting values of x as 1,2,3...n.

Now these are the keys and we can distribute them to 5 people.



DECRYPTING...
Now let us decrypt it using any 3 keys. Here are the keys selected randomly.

Using the formula for S in previous slides,

And we got our secret back! Now, let's see if this is possible by only 2 keys. Do you remember

that we said the secret S should remain undetermined if k-1 or fewer keys are present.



Let's consider an attacker has k-1 keys i.e 2 keys as follows

CAN I
BRUTEFORCE

?

We know that the function will be

Now we need to just put known values,

Now subtracting equations 1 from 2,

Brute-forcing values of a1 to obtain integer a2. Remember that coefficients are always

non-negative.



SHAMIR HACKED!

And now we have only 5 pairs to brute force and find the secret S. This makes Shamir's Secret

Sharing Scheme to weak to crack even for large numbers and S is easily determined.  

Why is this happening?

We have infinite natural numbers and each number is unique in itself. So, if I say value of some

number is 2 that means it is 2 and its over. So, we need to do something that would make any

number unpredictable unless we have threshold information with us.

If I say value of number is 2 mod P where P is some known prime number. Now the equation will

have infinite number of values and we make value unpredictable.

Values of a1 and a2 such that both are non-negative integers are,



FINITE FIELDS

Let's see now how finite field solves our problem. The polynomial equations as discussed

previously will be,

To overcome the weakness as seen in previous slides, we need to use finite field arithmetic.

We should choose a prime number P to use finite field arithmetic here such,

The polynomial will be,



Simplified the equations,

And now we made is almost impossible to crack. The values of all the variables will be an

infinite set of integers and difficult to brute-force.

CRYPTOGRAPHY HAS GENERATED NUMBER THEORY,
ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY OVER FINITE FIELDS, ALGEBRA,
COMBINATORICS AND COMPUTERS.

- VLADIMIR ARNOLD



ADVANCE ENCRYPTION
STANDARD(AES)



HISTORY OF AES
26 Nov 2001 , U.S.

Let's go back in Time ...



What's behind the Name of AES ?
AES stands for Advance Encryption Standard

It is also knowns as Rijndael's Algorithm

Rijndael is combination of two belgian cryptographers's name 
Joan Deaman & Rijmen who were the inventors of AES             

Features of AES
It is symmentric key algorithm i.e. same key is used for
encryption and decryption                                                

Algorithm is easily implementable in popular languages like C and Java





AES IS AN ITERATIVE

OPERATION
OF 
AES 

AES PERFORM ALL THE OPERATION

ON BYTES RATHER THAN BITS

AES TAKES PLAIN TEXT AS A INPUT.

SIZE OF PLAIN TEXT MAY BE 16 BYTE

24 BYTE OR 32 BYTE 

THESE BYTES ARE ARRANGED IN THE

FORM OF MATRIX

FOR EG :  16 BYTE WILL BE

ARRANGED INTO (4*4) MATRIX



Practical Example of AES

How  to Transform Plain Text to Matrix  ?

h      o      w      a      r      e      y      o      u      d       e       a       r

07     0E    16     00    11    04   18    0E    14    03     04     00     11        

Plain Text = how are you dear

Text

hexa decimal

State Matrix    = 

07

0E

16

00

11 14 11

04

18

0E

03

04

00

19

19

19



KEY-ROUND ANALYSIS OF AES
Key Size

 
Key Size

 
Rounds

 
Version Name

 in bits in bytes

128

192

256

16

24

32

10

12

14

AES-128

AES-192

AES-256



One Round Consist of 4 Steps

SUB BYTES
This is known as

byte substitution 

It takes matrix as

a input and

outputs a new

matrix using 

S-table

SHIFT ROWS
We perform a

cyclic shift on

each row 

The amount of

shift equals to its

row number

MIX

COLUMNS
Each column is

taken in account

seperately and is

multiplied by a

fixed matrix

ADD ROUND

KEY
The matrix is

Xored with

expanded key 



How long would it take to crack AES- 256

It would take far longer than any of our lifetime to
crack AES-256 using modern computing techniques  

This is because if one have to crack it , he/she has
to brute force every possible combination of the 

 key used                                                                              

for 256 bit there is in total 2^256 possible combinations
of key , and to try all these may take our entire lifetime



PRACTICE!!!
https://ctflearn.com/

https://cryptohack.org/
https://www.mysterytwisterc3.org/en/



DOUBT EVERYTHING. FIND
YOUR OWN LIGHT.
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